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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET M be a closed n-dimensional differentiable manifold. Associated to M is a vector 
bundle known as the tangent bundle. By the theory of bundles, there is a well defined 
homotopy class of mappings of M into the universal base space of the infinite orthogonal 
group, BO, which classifies the stable tangent bundle within equivalence. Applying 
cohomology with coefficients modulo 2 gives a homomorphism H”(B0) -+ H”(M), and 
composing with the evaluation on the fundamental mod 2 homology class of M gives a 
homomorphism T : H”(B0) -+ Zz associated with M. 
It is well known (see [5]) that the mod 2 cohomology of BO is a polynomial algebra over 
Z, on the Stiefel-Whitney classes 1~‘~) i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (&co = 1) with the action of the Steenrod 
algebra being given by the formulae of Wu [9]: 
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If i, + i2 + ... + i, = 17, r(wi, . wi2 ... wi,) = bt’ilwi2 ... ~*~,[A41 is the Stiefel-Whitney num- 
ber of A4 associated to wi,~vi2 ... I+‘~, E H”(B0). 
It is standard to introduce the Wu classes ui, defined inductively by the equations 
\vi = i .%J’u~_,. Then for a E H”-‘(BO), one has s(Sq’cc + L!i . a) = 0 for any M. Denoting 
r=o 
by I” the subspace of H”(B0) spanned by all Sq’z + up (u E H”-‘(BO); i = 0, -.., n), one has 
for each M a homomorphism 7 : H”(B0) -+ Z, with kernel containing I”. 
Thorn [7] has shown that the cobordism classification of A4 is completely determined 
by its Stiefel-Whitney numbers, i.e. by the homomorphism 5, and Dold [4] has shown that 
all relations among the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of n-dimensional manifolds are given by 
I”, i.e. given any homomorphism 4 : H”(B0) -+ Zz with kernel containing I”, there is a 
manifold M for which 4 is the associated homomorphism. 
Letting S be any subset of H*(BO), one might assume that every Stiefel-Whitney 
number of M divisible by an element of S is zero, i.e. for all ads, $0. Hn-dimu(BO)) = 0. 
The object of this paper is a study of the implications of the relations imposed by certain 
choices of S. 
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For S empty (or contained in I”), one has precisely the Thorn-Dold results. For 
S = {N.~:. Wall [8] has shown that SLICII manifolds are cobordant to oriented manifolds 
(manifolds in which the class 11’~ is actually zero). For S containing all I\*~ for i odd, Milnor 
[6] has shown that .I[ is cobordant to a complex manifold (hence to a manifold in which all 
such lri are actually zero), or equivalently to a square M’ x ,\I’. Milnor [6] has shown that 
in low dimensions manifolds admitting Spin structures (and in fact, for the case S = 
{ 11.1 1 H.~)) are cobordant to squares. 
Since. by the WLI formulae. H”(BO) is generated over the Steenrod algebra by the classes 
~9~~. the emphasis here \vill be on .S = {\I.~. II’, , ~1‘~) . . . . H,~,). The principal result being: 
THEOREM 1. Let M he (I closed n-rlitt~ensiorrctl diffirerltioble rtlnnifold such flint ever?’ 
Stiefel-JVhitneA’ number qf Al dkisible b,. N’~, 11’~ , ._ . . H‘~, is zero. Let 
\(s + l)2‘+Z + I 
:t’is) = \@ + ,)y 2 
ij‘s = 0 (7), 
ifs = 1 (2). 
Then if n < inf {(s + 5)2’+‘, N(s)], M is cobordmt to zero ifn is odd or to M’ x M’for sottle 
ICI’ lftr is euen. 
The author conjectures that this result is valid for n < N(s). Steps within the proof 
seem to indicate this, but diffkulties in manipulation of Steenrod operations preclude a 
proof by this method. A’(s) is best possible, for if n = N(s) there is a manifold of the type 
required in the theorem for bvhich the Stiefel-Whitney number associated to 
M!2’cINJ?.+l+Z, ~1’~.L.I+~~+,.,+~~V~l+,+~l+,..f, (s even) 
Ol- ~v~,C1~1~~.+l+~. . ~V2"'+L~....+Z~t':,r-l+',+..,+, (s odd) 
is nonzero. Such a manifold is not cobordant to zero or a square. 
Fors=O,l,or2.(s+5)2”+’ 2 N(s), and this is then best possible. It will also be 
shown that: 
THEOREM 2. IJ‘ M is N closed tz-ditrtensionol diflerentiable ~t~nnifold such that ecery 
Sriefel- Jf’hirney number qf 111 dicisible by o class 11’~) w2 , ., w2. is zero, and ifn f 0(2’+*), 
then the Euler characteristic of M is ecen (i.e. T(Iv,,) = 0). 
This generalizes the classical result for odd dimensional and oriented manifolds. 
THEOREM 3. If :M is CI closed tl-din~en.sionctl dt$trenlinble tnatlifold such thnt ecery 
Stiefel- PVhirney number of M dicisible by n class w,, N’~ , _. _, w2, is zero md $0 < n < 2sf3, 
then A4 is cobordnnt to zero except \rhen : 
(a) n = 2’+’ nnd A4 is cobordnnt to (Pz)2‘e’, ot 
(b) II = 5.2’ and M is cohordnnt lo (P( I, 2))“, 
where Pz is rhe renl projectice plane nnd P( 1, 2) is the Mitttensionol Dold manifold. 
In [8], Wall has shown that for S = {IV,], if A4 has every StiefeI-Whitney number 
divisible by an element of S zero, then M is cobordant to a manifold with the classes of S 
actually ?ero. For S = {II.~, I$,?), computations of Brown and Peterson show that in dimen- 
sions less than 40, a manifold with numbers divisible by elements of S zero is cobordant to 
a Spin manifold, i.e. a manifold in which the classes of S are zero. 
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For S = {N’, \t’2 , _. w2,;, , t/ need not be cobordant to a manifold with the classes of S 
zero. Specifically. if M is cobordnnt to P( I. 2)“. then every Stiefel-Whitney number of M 
divisible by )rl, 1~~. ,._. I!.~~ is zero. M is not cobordant to zero. Hobvever: one has: 
THEOREM 4. Let .C/ he N cfosd cl~@2retrticrb/2 i~cfcir~~ofold 01 ditrrefrsiofr 5.2’ nnd suppose 
,Li has the clo.rses H’[, I!‘: . . it.2 c (I 11 :ero. Suppose ~1.~0 thnt s 2 4. Then ,W is cobordmt to 
zero. 
For s = 0 or I, there is a manifold satisfying the conditions of the theorem which is not 
cobordant to zero. The author does not know the situation for s = 2 and 3. 
In $2, the proofs of these results will begin by rcducin g the problem to a study of alge- 
bras with Poincare duality in which the classes of .S actually map to zero. This simplifi- 
cation is based on the ideas of Adams [I] and Brown and Peterson [3] in the cobordism of 
algebras. In $3. the study of the case S = (K.,, )I’:. . . . . 11,~~: will begin by a partial deter- 
mination of the ideal generated by S in H*(BO). In $4. the proof of Theorem 1 will be given, 
and in $5, the remaining results will be proved. 
Portions of this material are contained in the author’s dissertation at the University of 
Chicago. The author is indebted to the National Science Foundation for financial support 
during this work. 
Let IV be a closed n-dimensional ditferentiable manifold, and suppose that M is not 
cobordant to zero. Let S c H*(BO) and suppose that every Whitney number of M divisible 
by an element of .S is zero. 
PROPQSIT~ON I. lir,ew c.ris~.s m tl-tiirr~errsiotlrr/ olgehw A* witlr PoitxwG duality and nrr 
octiw of rhe Steerrrod algebrn 011 A * LrTth nrz epjt??orphis~i f: H*(BO) -+ A* os graded nlge- 
bras md modules o~‘2r the Steenrod algebra SMA tlwt : 
(1) f: H”(B0) --) A” g Z2 is the mop 7 ossocioted rc.ith M, md 
(2) for 0110 E S,~(CJ) = 0. 
Proof. Let J = {s E H*(BO)~VJ! E H”(B0) 3 dim s + dim J’ = 11, r(.u._r) = 01. 
(a) If .y, .Y’ EJ, dim .Y = dim _Y’, then .I- + .I’ E J. For if _i’ E H*(BO). dim I + dim ,Y = 
II, then r((x + .~‘)..I,) = r(s._i’ + s’.j,) = T(x.?‘) + T.(.Y'.J.) = 0 + 0 = 0. 
(b) If .Y E J, )’ E H*(BO), then S._V E J. For if P E If *(.BO), dim(s.).) + dim z = n, then 
s((s_v)z) = 7(x(y)) = 0. 
Thus J is an ideal in the graded algebra H’(B0). Let Ai* denote the quotient algebra 
and f the natural quotient map. 
(c) A’=Oifi; ff. For if dim s > II, there can be no ~8 with dim s + dim J = ?I and 
hence always 7(-y)‘) = 0. 
(d) A” r Z2 . For if .v E H”(BO), s G J” if and only if r(_vJ) = 0 for all J E Ho(B0) = Z, . 
Thus x E J” if and only if r(x) = 0. Since IV is not cobordant to zero. r is epic and hence 
A”zZZ,. This also shows that 7 = f: H”(B0) -+ A”. 
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(4 A* satisfies Poincare duality. Clearly A’ 0 A”-’ --+ A” 2 Z2 by multiplication. 
If 1 E A’ is the image of x E H’(BU) and .f.F = 0 for all I: E AnVi, then %.f(y) =f(x.y) = 
r(x.y) = 0 for all y E H”-‘(BO). By definition of J, x E J so 2 = 0 in A*. Thus multiplica- 
tion provides a dual pairing. 
(f) f(S) = 0. Since by choice of M, every Stiefel-Whitney number of M divisible by 
an element of S is zero, one has r(o*y) = 0 for all y with dim G + dim y = n, 0 E S. Thus 
SC.& orf(S)=O. 
It remains only to show that A* is a module over the Steenrod algebra withf’a homo- 
morphism, or equivalently that J is an ideal over the Steenrod algebra. 
Suppose x E J. Then S@x = x E J. Inductively suppose Sqix E J for 0 5 i < p. Let 
y E H*(BO) with dim I + p + dim y = n. Then 
( 
p-1 
r(SqPx.y) = 7 SqP(.u.y) + c sqjx.sqp-jy ) 
j=O 1 
p--l 
= 7(SqP(x * y)) + jzo 7(Sqjx * sqp- jy), 
Now t(SqP(x.y)) = 7(0;.u~y) = 7(x~(up~,v)) = 0 for .uEJ 
and r(Sqjx*SqP-jy) = 0 for sqjx E J if j < p. 
Thus 7(Sqpx.y) = 0 for all y, or Sqpx E J. 
Remark. If A4 is cobordant to zero, there is no essential difference. In this case A* 
is the zero algebra and the duality and dimension are meaningless. One still has f = 7 
(both being zero maps) and f(S) = 0. 
93. THE IDEAL OF {WI. . . . . wzs} 
Let S denote the set {w,, w2, w4, . . ., w2*) c H*(BO). Let D* be a graded algebra over 
Z, with an action of the Steenrod algebra and let f: H*(BO) + D* be a homomorphism 
of graded algebras over the Steenrod algebra with f(1) = 1, a unit for D*, and such that 
f(S) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. f(wJ = 0 if1 5 i c 2Sf1 
Proof. Ifs = 0, this reduces to f(wl) = 0, but S = {w,}. Ifs > 0, suppose inductively 
thatf(wi)=Oif 1 si<2’, lstss. Leti=2’+a, 1 sa<2’. Then 
0 = Sq”f(wzJ, 
=f(S4°w2r), 
=f (wi)s 
sof(wi)=Oif 1 gi<2’+‘. 
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PROPOSITION 3. /(w,.+, +J = 0 l&f 1 5 i < Tc’ unless i = Til - 2’for 0 5 t 5 s. 
Proof: If 1 5 i < 2’+‘. write i = 2’(2q- 1). Thenqz 1 andOstt3. If2’qz2”and 
2’(2q - I) < 2’+‘, then 2’.2q 2 2”” so 2q - 1 2 2”“-’ - 1 and z’+‘-’ > 2q - 1. There- 
fore 2q - 1 = 2’+‘-’ - 1 and i = 2’(2”“-’ - 1) = 2s” _ 2’. Hence, if i # 2’+’ - 2’ for 
0 s t 5 s, 2’q < 2’ and so 
0 = ,s9?‘f Z”r’- “f(\VZ,+ 2’y), 
= 27+y;1) (2’+ 2’9 - l - 2;- 2’(9 - l) + P)/(-,,,,~l,_,)_p)f(,v~~~~,~+p), 
=f(w ) zS+l+i. 
PROPOSITION 4. J‘(~v~.~,+ , i) = 0 i/‘ 1 5 i < 2”” unless i = 2Jc’ - 2’for 0 5 t 2 s. 
Proof. Writing i = 2’(29 - I), one has as in Proposition 3, that 1 5 2’q < 2”, SO by 
Proposition 3, f(wZ,+, +z,q) = 0. Thus 
0 = sq”+I + 2’(q- ‘)je(wz, * I + Z’J, 
Now 1 s 2’q < 2” implies 2’(9 - 1) < 2’ so f(wJ # 0,2”+ ’ s p 5 2”’ ’ + 2’(q - 1) < 2’*’ + 
2”givesp = 2”“. However,p = 2Sf1 givesf(wZ.+l+i_p) =j(wz,+L+i) = 0. Thusf(w2,+L+i) = 
0. 
PROPOSITION 5.f(w,.,,*,+i)=Oif2~k,1 ~i<2’+1unlessi=2”f1-22P1-.~~-2Pr; 
szp, > ... >P,~O,l~r~k--1. 
Proof. For k = 2, this is Proposition 4. The proof will proceed by induction on k, 
assuming the result for 2 5 k < II and proving it for u. 
Supposethatl ~i<2’f1,inotoftheform2”1-2~~--~~-2Pr,s~~pl>~~~>p,~0, 
1 s r 5 24 - 1. Write i = 2’(2q - 1). Since i # 2S+1 - 2’, 0 5 1 2 5, as in Proposition 3, 
2’q<2’andhencet6s-1. 
Consider f(wY.Z~+ZI,(). 
Case I. u = 2m. 
Sincerr>2,2m>2orm>land2m>m. 
Thus f(w,.2,+2tq) =j(w,.2,+,c2~9) = 0 unless 2’q = 2’+l - 2p’ - ... - 2pr; szpI > ... > 
pr 2 0, 1 g r s m - 1. Since 2’12’q, pr 2 t and since 2’q < 2’, 2p1 + ... + zpr = ?,+I : 
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2’q > 2”. Since s 2 pi > ... > pr 2 0, this is possible only if p, = s, altd 
i = 2’(3 _ 1) = zs+l + ls+l _ 2Plf1 _ 2PLf1 _ . . . _ lPp+’ _ 2’, 
v+l _ 3P2fl _ ,.. _ ?I++1 _ 7f =- -, 
withs=p,>p2,sos~pPz+1>... >p,f 1 >tzO. Also 1 srsnm- I <u- 1. Since 
this contradicts the choice of i, f(\~,. z,+2cy) = 0. 
Cose II. II = 211.1 + 1. 
Since 2’q < 2”, 11.2’ + 2’q < (1f + 1)2” s 11~2~+i. Also 11.2’ + 21q is not divisible by 2’, 
and sof‘()~P.~,+~1~) # 0 implies 11.2’ + 2’g = ~7*2~+i 2”+’ - 2Pl - ... - 2Pr with s 2 pl > 
. . . >p,~Oandl~r~a--lifaz2orr=lifo=l. 
If G = r = 1, then 11.2’ + 2’q = 2”’ - 2Pl < 2’+’ so 11 < 4, and hence 11 = 3. Then 
2’q=25-2p1z1 gives pl<s, so i=2L(2q-1)=2”+1-2P~+1-2’,s~pl+1>t~0 
and 2 s 11 - 1 = 3 - 1, contradicting the choice of i. 
Thusaz2, ls;rsa-- 1. Then 
21q = (c + l)2’C’ - 11.2s _ 2P’ - . . . - 2Pr 
so pr 2 t. Also (11 + 1)2” > 11.2’ + 2’q > a.2’+l, ~1.2’ < u.2” + 2’q < (0 + 1)2”+’ SO 20 - 
u < 1, 2~7 - 11 > - 2. Since u is odd, II= 2m + 1 = 2a + 1 and m = a. Thus 2’q = 2” - 
2Pl - . . . - 2Pr 2 1 implying pi < s. Then i = 2’(2q - 1) = 2s’1 - 2Pl+l _ . . . _ 2Pr+’ - 2’ 
withszp, + 1 >... > p, + 1 > t 2 0 and 1 5 r + 1 5 nz < 11 - 1 contradicting the choice 
of i. 
Thus, in both cases, ~(\v,.~~+~~J = 0. 
Applying the Wu formula as before, 
0 = S~“‘~*+~~(q-~)f(~V”.21+~tq), 
If some termf(~~P)f(+~,.25+I+i-p) # 0, thenf(rc,) # 0. 
Cnse 1. p = a*2’+‘. 
Then 11*2’+i + i-p=(u-a)2”+’ + i, (u-o) <u, so ~(w,_~~+~+~-P) =0 by choice of i. 
Case 2. p = 2’+’ - 2’, 0 5 c 5 s. 
(a) 11.2’+l +i-p=b.2’+‘gives i=(b+2-u)2’+‘- 2’ so one must have i = 2’+’ 
- 2’ contradicting choice of i. 
(b) ~1.2~+’ + i-p = 2s+2 - 2d, 0 5 ds s gives i= (4 - 11)2”+’ - 2’- 2” and so 
i = zs+’ - 2’ - 2d. Since 11 > 2, this contradicts the choice of i except when c = d = s, 
but i # 0. 
(c) U.2Pf1 +i-p=(u-2)2S+‘+2C+i, 
= b.2Sf’ + 29fr _2P1 _ . . . _ 2Pr, 
with s 2 pt > ~..>p,~Owith 1 srsb- 1. 
If 2’ + i < 2’+l, then b = u - 2 and i = 2”” - 2’ - 2PL - ... - 2pr and by ordinary . 
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dyadic expansion 2’ + 2p’ + ... + 2pF < 2’+’ may be written 2“ + ... + 2”’ with s >= L’, > 
. . >r!,zO and tsr+ 1. Thus i=2’+’ - 2” - ... - 2’r with t 5 u - I, contradicting 
the choice of i. 
If 2’ + i > 2sil, then b = u - 1 ar,d i = 2.yi’ - 2’ - 2”’ - ... - 2Pr < 2’+‘, Thus 
2’ + 291 f . . . + ZPr > 2’i’ which is only possible if c = pj for somej and pI = s, . . . . pj_l = 
c+ 1. Theni=2”‘-2~~“-~~~-2Prwith1~r-j~r-l~~~-l,contradictingthe 
choice of i. 
Case 3. p=c~2”~‘+2Y+L-2pi-~~~-2p~, 1:22. szp, >...>p,zO, 1 s’r=< 
u- 1. 
(a) Lr.2’+’ +i_p=b.Ti’ gives i=(b+1;-~~)2”+‘~2~i’-2P~-....-_2P~~~ ,JJ+ 
L; - 11 = 0 and i = ls+l - 201 - _ ZPr, I 5 r 2 u - 1 contradicting the choice of i. 
(b) ~l.2”~’ + i -p = 2”’ - 2’ is impossible, for ~1.2’~~ + i -p > p > v*2’+’ 2 2Sf2. 
(c) u*2Sf’ +i-p=x.2S+~+2S+1-24’-.“-24~, szql>...>qtzO, l=<lS.Y 
_ 1 gives i = (,v + 1: _ rl)zr+’ + zscl _ 2Pl _ . . . _ 2Pr + 2s+1 _ 2"' _ . . . _ 2'c. 
Now 2’+’ > i > (s + c - u)2-‘+I, so s+c-1150, ~~.\-+r~~ and s+c---115 -2 
gives i 5 -2p1 - ... - 2°C < 0, so II < I + LJ + 2. 
If 11 = I + ~1, i = 2.2”’ - 2P’ - . . . - 2”~ - 2”’ - . . _ 2’1’ with r + t 5 x + u _ 2 = 
u - 2, and if u = I + G’ + 1, i = 2”+’ - 2P’ - ... - 2”r - 2’11 - ... - 2”’ with r + t 5 I + 
t’ - 2 = II - 3. Manipulating these expansions precisely as was done in Case 2c) contra- 
dicts the choice of i. 
Thus I(w,,. :‘I, +,) = 0 
Remark. The ideal generated by {+vl, . ., wz,) contains more than just monomials We. 
The classes bvi given by Propositions 2-5 are the only classes of this form belonging to the 
ideal, however. 
PROPOSITION 6. If i $ O(2”’ I), Sq’ E 2 Sq2jd, where d denotes the Steenrodalgebra. 
j=O 
Proof. Since the Steenrod algebra is generated by the operators .Sq*“, the result is clear 
for i < 2”+‘. Suppose the result is true for i < HI. Then if JII $ O(2”‘). nl = k.2’+’ + I-, 
with 0 <p < 2rC’ and 1~ 2 1. By the Adem formulae, 
Then k.2”’ < IJZ -j < mfor 1 5 j 2 [p/2],andO < p < 2Ft’z~~ Sqp and Sq”‘-jE f S~*‘.Q!. 
k=O 
Since (““‘y - ‘) = 1, S~“‘E $oSq2’~. 
PROPOSITION 7. If in addition to the preclious assumptions, D* is an n-dimensional 
algebra with Poincare’ duality, f is epic, and f(P) = 0, f/Ten f(vJ = 0 for i + 0(2”+‘) and for 
i > n/2. 
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Proof. By Proposition 2, f(ui) = 0 for 0 < i < 2’“. Now if i f 0(2’+‘) and f( vi) # 0, 
there is a class ri E D”-’ withf(cJ.ri#O in D”zZzz. Since f is epic, there is a class 
u E H”-‘(50) with f(u) = ir, SO /(aill) = f(Ci)17 # 0. Since LjiU + Q’U E I”, f(Sq’U) =f‘(UiU) 
# 0. By Proposition 6, Sq’ = i Sq2’Rj where Rj E d. Thus 
j=O 
f(Sq’u) = i f(Sq”R,u), 
j=O 
zz 0, 
contradicting the assumption. 
If i > n/2 andf(uJ # 0, there is a class u E I%“-‘(BO) withf(oitd) # 0, as above. How- 
ever,f(uin) =f(Sq’u) and i > n/2 implies n - i < i, so Sq’u = 0. 
$4. THE CASE S = (WI, . . . . w} 
The object of this section is to prove the result: 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a closed n-dimensional differentiable manifold such that euery 
Stiefel- Whitney number of M diivisible by w,, w2, . . . . wzv is zero. 
Let 
w = s+2+ Ig 1 ;;;s+2 if s = 0 (2), if s = 1 (2). 
Then if n < inf{(s + 5)2’+‘, N(s)}, A4 is cobordant to zero if n is odd or to M’ x M’ for 
some M’ if n is ecen. 
To establish the result, suppose &I is a closed n-dimensional differentiable manifold 
such that every Stiefel-Whitney number of M divisible by a class ~vr, w2, . . , w2, is zero. 
Suppose n < N(s) and that some Stiefel-Whitney number of M divisible by a class Wi with 
i odd is non-zero. By Milnor [6], this is equivalent to the assertion that M is not cobordant 
to a square, or zero. 
Since M is not cobordant to zero, one may form the algebra A* of Proposition 1. Let 
1. be the largest odd integer i such thatf(wi) # 0. 
b3fMA 1. n-l>O. 
Proof. If n = 1, f(wA) =f(Sq’w,_,) =f(~~-tv~_~)=f(w~ * &c~_~) = 0, contradicting 
choice of A. 
Sincef(wJ # 0, To = (0 E H”-L(BO)lf(w,B) # O> # #J. By linearity off, T, = {mono- 
mials E To) is non-empty. For any 0 E T,, 0 = wi, wiz ... wimCO), and let m = inf m(0) over 
all 0 E T,. Then T2 = (0 E T, Im(0) = m} is non-empty. For any 0 E T, , one may write 
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0 = It‘i, Ib’i_ . . . I”ip bt$, ... LC.,~ where i, < i, < ... < i,, and p(0) + 240) = m. Let J(0) = 
$; 
Jr and J = sup J(O). Then T, = (0 E i”?/J(fJ) = J) is non-empty. 
- o 
LEMMA 2. Iff(lciO) # 0. 0 E H”-“(BO), tflen Sq’f(0) # 0. 
Proof. f(w,O) = f((Sqlwj,_L + ‘t’,wi_l)‘O), 
=f(cl(lL.A-I@ + Sq’“‘;._l.e), 
=fcSqylr.,_,u) + Sq’N’;._r .U). 
=f(lV;.-l .Sq’O), 
so Sql f(0) + 0 
Since Sq’((h.ji . wj,)‘) = 0. p > 0 for all 0 = 11‘~~ ... R’~, N$, ... \L,,: E T, . 
Order the classes 0 E T, by 
0 = Wi, . .’ \Ci,Wj, .‘. ,,;c < 0’ = ,+; \I.i,p,\“;., .. . ,v;,t, 
if i, < ii or i, = ii and iz < ii, etc. (i.e. lesicographically on the portion (i,, _.., i,)). 
Let u E T3 be a minimal element of T, in this orderins. Write ‘1 = bvi, ... ,vi,wj’, ... ,vx, 
i, < i? < .” -c i,. 
hMMA 3. Ij‘O < i < 2”+ ‘, &j’if‘(Wj) = 
i 1 
j _ I /(~vi+j)fOT 
i <j. Sq2’+‘f(wj) =f(~~~+~)/‘(w~) + j_)y+i 
L 1 
f(~~+~,+,) for 2’+’ <j. 
Proof. Apply f to the Wu formulae, noting thatf‘(rv,) = 0 if 0 < k < 2”“. 
COROLLARY. S~~(WJ = 0 if 1 6 i < 2’+‘. 
Proof. If i = 2q, q > 0, Sqif(wJ = 
A-1 , 
( 1 
. J(wic2,) and i. + 2q is odd, larger than A, 
SO f(Wl+& = 0. If i = 2q + 1, q > 0, Sq’/;w,) = Sq’Sq2qf(w,) = 0. If i = 1. Sq’f(tv,) = 
f ( WilV1) = f( WI) .f( WJ = 0. 
For I Iy=<p, define k?, p7 by i,=k;2”‘+p7 where Og~~<2’+‘. If p,#O, 
p., = 2*+l - 24” - ... - 24~g~~’ with s 2_ qy > ... > q&, 2 0. Let q’ = q&?. Ifp, = 0, let q’ = 0 
and u./ = s + 2. 
LEMMA 4. ,f 1 5 7 =< /I, p.i # 0, tfren there exists CI 6 < 7 sucfI thnt Sq~(w~J # 0 for 
some 0 < i 5 2”. 
Proof. Suppose this were false. Then for all 5 < 7, Sqif(ttv,.,) = 0 for all 0 < i 5 24’. 
By Lemma 3, one hasf(,v,,) = ~rl”“/f(‘“~,_~,,..,), so 
0 #f(W,Y) = f(\ViWi, .‘. Sq%&zy,., ... wi,\v~I .‘. $), 
=f(Sq~y\vpi, a** \\‘i,_24,:. “. Wi,\V~, ..* ,v;t,) 
f(s(ww,Sq”wj, .‘. Wi.,+r,-24.;’ “’ ~Vi,+~,\vj,+~, “‘)j 
where the sum is taken over all sequences (r, r,, . . . . I-~, ul, . . . . u,) with r, ri, ui => 0, r + 
Zri + 2C zli = 2q’ and r7 < 2”‘. 
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Now f(Sqz4~‘(w, ... w;,)) =f(~.~‘,.,.w~ ... n$) and f’( Key..,,) = 0 so this first term is zero. 
Sincef(Sq’ 1~~) = 0 for r > 0 only terms with r = 0 can occur. By assumptionf(S~‘6~~i,) = 0 
for 0 < rx 5 2¶‘, so only terms with r6 = 0 for 6 < 7 can occur. Thus there must be some 
monomial 
p = \Vi, ‘.. IVi,_,\L’i,+.l_14., ... Wip+QV;,rU, ... Wjt;,,c 
withf(w& # 0. The number of terms in /3 is the same as the number in c(, hence m, so 
p E T2. Since J(p) = Z_ji f Iui 5 J = Zj,, ui = 0 for all 1 s i 5 r and p E T,. Since 
ry+r, . . . . rp 2 0, the least terms in /I are it, . . . . i,_,, i;. + r; - 2“’ in some order, and since 
r7 < 24p, this implies fi < r lexicographically. This contradicts the choice of r and hence 
the lemma is true. 
COROLLARY. i, = 0(2”+ I). 
Proof. If not, pt # 0, but there is no d < 1 as required by Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. If i, = 2Sf’, then I~I is odd 
Proof. if s( = w2,+, wi, ... )vi, w$, ... $, then 
f(W#) = f(UZ”+,\~iwi2 ... Wi,,lV~, ... wi’,), 
= f‘(Sq” + ‘(WiWi, . ‘. Wi,,lVjl ‘. $J, 
= f ((w,w I’ + +vi2 .‘. wpj, ‘. . \Lf, 
+ ,i2 f(Wj, ‘.. (wi,w2,+ ,) ‘.. Wi,Wjl ... $) 
+i i 1 ‘;,+; /(WA .‘. \vi,;2,+* ... wi,w;, ...,vj) r=2 - 
+ terms in which Sqi operations are applied to 
two or more factors. 
Now terms with Sq’ operators on two or more factors contribute zero, for since the 
operators have degree less than 2”i, none can act on ~t*~ and hence all have the form 
f(w,O) where m(0) = m(u) - 1 < 777, contradicting the choice of rl unless all these terms are 
zero. Similarly the terms with SqZ’~vjC or byi,+_ ,a+l are zero, Thus f(wlrs) =p.f(rv,a), SO 
P = 177 = 1 (modulo 2). 
LEMMA 6. i, # 2rf2 -2formy ls;~sp. 
Proof. If i, = 2sf2 - 2”, 0 <q s S, then by Lemma 4, there must be a d <E with 
Sqy(“Vi,) f 0 for some i 5 2“. By Propositions 2-5, this is possible only if iJ = 2s+2 - 2”+‘. 
Thus inductively all classes iri, i = Tf2 - 2’, (I s r 5 s + 1 occur in Z. If i, = 2Sf2 - 2 
for some 7, this gives z = \vLl+, .‘. WZl+‘_2 ..’ \vi,~vj, ... \$. There are then (s + I)-terms 
in the portion w~.+~ . .. w~,+~_~. 
Ifs f O(2), n - ;. 2 J- (27-Z - 2’) = ,y.z\+* -- i- 2 and by Propositions 2-5, i. 2 2‘+‘- I 
I.=1 
so 
contradictins the assumption on II. 
Ifs - l(2). s + 1 is even. and by Lemma 5. p > s + I. Thus i, > 2”’ - 2, or n - i. 
I-A 1 
2 J- (2’?2 - 
,Yll 
2’) = (s + I)?‘-’ + 1. Since i 2 2‘+’ - I this _cives n 2 (s + 2)2”+’ = N(s), 
contradicting the choice of II. 
COROLLARY. i > 2'+' - I. 
Proof. If i. = 2‘-’ - I (least possible by Propositions 2-5), then Sq’j“(l~~) f 0 implies 
j=y+’ - 7 and since .Sq’.f(l) f; 0, there must be an i.. = 2”+’ - 2. This contradicts -1 
Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 7. 2 > 3.2’+‘. 
Proof. By Propositions 2-5, the only odd integers i with i 2 3.2’+’ such thatf(brvi) # 0 
are 2”’ - I and 3.2’+’ - I. By the corollary, this implies i = 3.2’f’ - I. Since SqlJ(x) 
# 0, r must have a factor I(‘~ with i = 3.2’+’ - 2. (Lemma 6 precludes 2’+’ - 2). Applying 
Lemma 4 and Propositions 2-5 as in Lemma 6. 3 is of the form 
q,, + li - Ii 
y’ 2 q,, + (I - k - 1 i 
if k > 1 , 
if’ /i = I , 
Lvith q,, and cd detined by the relations 
this 
PI = 2” * - 3’1 - - p, s “’ > L],, 2 0 
Proof. If Sq’f(\~‘~) # 0 then Scj”j(~*~) f 0 for some t with 0 2 t 5 q’ 5 s. By Lemma 3, 
j ’ 0 Dives i 21 1 f(i~~+~~) # 0. 
(a) 1~ = I. I>’ = 0. Then Sq’jr(~.~~+ ,) # 0 implies t = s so 4’ >= t = 0 + (s + 2) - 1 - 1. 
(b) k = 1, p’ > 0. Then ~(JI,~) f 0 implies /I’ = 2‘” - 2’ or I( = 1, q,, = q. Then 
! 
2” + * _ 2” _ 1 
2’ 
#O implies f #q and by Propositions 2-5. j”(~~~~~_~,,+~~) f0 only if 
t=qor q- 1. Thusr=r/- l,andq’zt= 1 +q- 1 - 1. 
(c) k > 1, p’ = 0. Then f(u~~+~~) # 0 implies 2’ = I?+’ - 2p’ - ... - 2”- with 
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s hpl > .‘. > pr 2 0 and 1 5 r 5 k - I by Propositions 2-5. Then 2pL + ... + 2Pp = 
2 SC1 -22’=2s+~~~+2~,sor=s+1-t. Thussfl-tsk-loorq’~t~Of(sf2) 
- k. 
(d) k>l,p’>O. Writep’=2’f’-2Y’--..-2‘fy. ThenszftOand “r” +O 
C 1 
implies t # ql, . . ., q,. 
p’ + 2’ = z”+ 1 - 2YL - . . . - lq”-’ - 2”u-’ - . . . - 2’ 
so by Propositions 2-5, II - 1 + q,, - t s k - 1, q’ 2 t 2 qu + 11 - k. 
Ifqi<t<qi_l,p’+2’=2”+’ - 241 _ . . . _ 2%-’ _ 2’i-1-l _ . . . _ 2’ _ 2”’ _ . . . _ 24u 
and so k - 1 2 u - 1 + qi - t> II - I + qu - t or q’ 2 t > q,, + II - k. 
If q1 < t 5 s, p’ + 2’ > 2‘+’ so j + 2! = (k + 1)2”” + p’ + 2’ - 2’+’ and p’ + 2’ - 
2”+1 = 2s+1 _ 2” _ . . . _ 2’ _ 3’11 _ . . . - 2qu so k 1 s + 1 - t + II > qu + II - t or q’ 2 t > 
q,, + u - k. 
LEMMA 9. If 1 5 y 5 p nnd Sq’f(Wi,) # 0, tlzen i, = k7.2sf’ +p, with k, > 1 and 
PA ’ 0. 
Proof. Writing i, = k;2’+’ + p7, 0 5 p7 < 2”+‘, Lemma 6 gives k, > 1. If p; = 0, 
then by Lemma 8, 0 2 q’ + u7 - k, SO k, 2 q’ + u, = 0 +(s + 2) = s + 2, and since i, + 1 
is Odd,/(roi,+1) = Sqif(Wi,) # 0, i. 2 i, + 1. Then n = (n - E.) + 1. 2 2i, + 1 = 2k;2”+’ + 
1 2 (s + 2)2”+’ + I so II > A’(s), contradicting the choice of II. 
Since Sq’J(cc) # 0 by Lemma 2, there exists an integer y, 1 s y s p, with ,Sqlf(wi,) # 0. 
Let /I be the least such integer. 
By Lemma 9, i, = k,e2’+’ +ps, k, > 1 and 0 <ps < 2Sf1. Since Sqtf(w,,) # 0, 
applying Lemma 8 with q’ = 0 gives 0 1 q8 + uB - k, or k, 2 q@ + up. 
Let fil be the least integer y, 1 5 y 5 p such that k, 2 q7 + ui. 
LEMMA 10. Ijill, = k,;2”+’ + pp,, 0 =<ps, < 2’+‘, then k,, > 1 andpp, > 0. 
Proof. If ps, = 0, then k,, 2 y”’ + Us, = s + 2. Since Sq’f(wi,) # 0, i, is even and 
thus Izji,+ 1. Since /?,sp, i B, s i, and II = (n - 2.) + i. 2 2i,, + 1 2 (s + 2)2’+’ + 1 
> N(s), contradicting the choice of n.Thusp#, # 0. Writingps, =2’+l - 24*.#** - ... - 29~;‘~ 
clearly lls, 2 1. If q p1 = qt;, = 0, then by Lemma 4, there is a 6 < /J1 with Sq’f(wJ # d. 
Since 6 < fil 5 p, this contradicts the choice of /I. Thus $I 2 1. Since PI was chosen with 
k,, 2 qp’ + up, 2 I + 1, clearly k,, > 1. 
For any y with 1 s y sp such that k, > 1 and p., > 0, let 4(j)) be the least integer 
6 (1 s 6 < ;I) such that q7 2 q6 + uj - k,, if such a 6 exists. 
Form the decreasing sequence of integers /II, /I’~ = $(pl), . . . . /Ii = 4(pi_J, . . . . j3, = 
~$(p,,-~) and suppose $(j?,) is undefined. (Eventually it must be undefined.) One then has 
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the family of inequalities : 
g’-’ >= p + llbp - kp, . 
Adding these inequalities gives 
LEMMA 11. n--E.~((~+2)2*~‘. 
Proof. The cases to be examined are the reasons for which #(/I,,) is undefined. 
Case 1. /is,, = 1 (Implies p > 1). 
lfPfip=O, thenr] = P~~-~>O+(s+2)-1=s+1,butonealwayshass~~Y~0. Thus 
ps, > 0. By Propositions 2-5, ps, = 2Jf1 - 2” for some 0 5 9 5 s. Thus q8p = 4 and 
l’/1, = 1. The analysis as in Lemma 6 then gives 
‘1 = N’2’+‘_2”+, ..’ N’Il+‘_Z’, ... I.vip ,,_, .‘. )Vip I .‘. 
.s+ 1 ,I- I 
so n - j. 2 C (2’+l - 2’) + 1 i/j,. 
i = q j= 1 
Then by the inequalities, 
:‘$I i,, 2 (‘y Lo,) .2.s+ l 2 (q + I + “i1 up, - l)2’- ', 
.j= 1 j=l 
n-J.~(s+ l-q)“+’ +2’+ (q+;i; nrj)2.? 
,’ - I 
= (s + 7ps+’ + (s - qp”+’ + 
i 1 
1 ll@, 2”+’ + 2”. 
j=l 
I 
Since s 14, and ltBj 2 1, this is at least (s + 2)2”+‘. 
Case 2. kflp > 1, yDp = 0 (Implies p > 1). 
Applying the inequalities, 
j, k,, 1 qflp + ltap “-I 
p- 1 
+ p, “a, = 0 + (s + 2) + c “a, 1 
i=I 
so 
n-j-2 f iajz ( 1 f kp, .2x+’ 2 (s f 2)2"+'. j= 1 I=1 
Cnse 3. kp, > 1, p8, > 0, but there is no S < fi, with q8p >= qs + uJ - k,. (Possibly 
p = 1). 
By Lemma 4, there is a 6 < /I,, with Sqy(rvJ # 0 for some 0 < i 5 2‘@p. Since (I’ + ug 
- k, > q8p, Lemma 8 gives that k, = 1 and 4’ + ~1~ - k, - 1 5 q@p. Thus q’ + u6 - k, - 1 
=4 80. 
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2 (s + 2)7” ‘, 
7”. 0 5 q 5 S, then 9’ = cl. u6 = 1 so q”p = q - 1. As in Lemma 6, 
II - i. 2 (s + I - q)?’ +? + 3” + f i,, , 
j=l 
>=(s+l-q)2”+‘+ ( q-l+ f j=l ffBj ! .T+ ‘, 
= (s + I)?+ + (s - L/p+’ + ( 1 i: up, ZXf’, jet 
2 (,$ + 7)‘)” ’ 
I_ 
for s >= 4 and zip, 2 1. 
Combining the results of Lemmas 7 and I I, II =(n - I.) + 1. > (s + 2)Yf’ + 3.2’+’ = 
(S f 5)?+‘. This proves Theorem 1. 
@. APPLICATIONS AND AN EXAMPLE 
THEOREM 2. If A4 is a closed n-din~emional dflerentiable manifold wch that eaerll 
Stiefel-Whitne,v rumber of M dicisible by a elms wvl, w2 , . ., II*,, is zero, aid ifn $ 0(2”‘~), 
then the Euler characteristic of M is eren (i.e. I = 0). 
Proof. Applying Proposition 7 to the algebra A* of M, f(tii) = 0 for i $0 (2”‘l) and 
for i > 42. Since II f 0 (2’+’ ). n/2 $ 0(2\‘+‘) and T(w,,) =f(w”) = .I%J~~~~(!J,,~~) = 0. 
THEOREM 3. If M is a closecin-~i~l!ensioncrl rh~ferentiable n~~nifold such thnt ercry Stiefel- 
Whitnev number of M divisible 6,, a class )I’~, wz , .._, N’~, is zero and if0 < n < 2ci3, then M 
is cobordcmt to zero except W&II: 
(a) ii = 2”’ anti M is cohorrinr2t to (PI)“+‘, 01 
(b) i’z = 5.2’ and M is cobordont to (P( I, 2))*‘, 
It*here P1 is the real projectice plane nnd P(i, 2) is the 5ditnensionnl Dold mmifold. 
Proqf. For s = 0, this is immediate from the knowledge of the oriented cobordism ring 
in these dimensions (see Thom [7] or Wall [S]). For s > 0, 2Jf3 = 4.2”” < inf {(s + 5)2”‘, 
N(s)}, sc by Theorem I, M is cobordant to a square &ii’ x &f’. If /I = 2rn, i, + ... f i, = nz 
then IV;, . . . JI*~,[&~‘] = li’zi, . . . H’~~,[~M] (see Milnor [6]), so every Stiefei-Whitney number 
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of IIf’ divisible by 11’~. , wzs., is zero. Since 0 < lil < 2”-1’i 3, .U’ satisfies the same con- 
ditions for s - 1 as ,\i did for s. By induction, ,Cl is cobordant to (.V)“, where 1%’ satisfies 
the conditions for s = 0. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a closed differedable manifold of dimension 5.2” and suppose 
.Cl has the classes k’, , wl . , w2. all zero. Suppose also that s 2 4. Then M is cobordant to 
zero. 
Proof. Let 5* : H*(BO) -+ H*(M) denote the cohomology map induced from the classi- 
fying map for the tangent bundle of !%I. Then T*(Ic~) = 0 if i = 1, 2, . . . . 2”. Applying Propo- 
sitions 2-5 and Theorem 2, t*(wi) = 0 unless i = 2.“l, 2SfZ, or 2’+l - 2’ for 0 5 t 5 s. 
The only Stiefel-Whitney number of M which could possibly be non-zero is therefore 
5( N’2 r+* w*.+1+*, > .
By Lemma 3 (which is applicable), one has S~is*(~+~r.+i) = 0 if 1 2 i 5 2” and S$‘r* 
( bk’2,+ I) = 7*(w ?,+ L+zI). By Adams [2], there exist primary cohomology operations 
P,,(O < degP, < 2”) and secondary cohomology operations O,, such that 
since s 1 4. 
Choose representative cohomology classes x,, for 0,, ?(HJ~,+ ,). Then S~"T*(IV~,+ I) = 
1 P,,.Y,, . Since the Steenrod algebra is generated by the operators Q2’, and 0 < degP,, < 2’, 
there exist classes Zi (dimZ, = 2’+l + 2” - 2’) with 
5-l 
z P,x, = c Sqzizi. 
I’ i=O 
Thus 
T(\V 2’+L\v~.+1+~I) = S*()V,r+,).Sql’T*(~v21+,), 
s- 1 
= jgo {t*(lV2T+l)'S~2jZj]. 
Applying the Cartan formula and the fact that S&*(~V~,,,) = 0 for 0 < i < 2’+l, one has 
forOsi<s 
s*( IV ,5*J5q’izi = Sq2i{‘+(\V2s+I)~Zi}, 
= r*(uzi).s*(wl,,*).zi, 
the last equality being the Wu relation. Since r*(uzi) = 0 if 0 5 i < s + 1, this gives 
T.(II’ 21A ,N’~.+ L+2,) = 0, and so M is cobordant to zero. 
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